NAVSTROBE AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION SYSTEM
2 Modes: Constant & Fast Strobe.
Kit Includes: • 2ea. Wingtip combination navigation and strobe light (BA15sWcs-10w-A-1512) • 1ea. Dielectric grease pouch (BA15sWcs-10w-A-1512) • 2ea. Lens cover gaskets (Sextant A450) • 1ea. Dielectric grease pouch (GE1691 & 1156) • Application: Aircraft Anti-Collision Strobe Light, 45W, 1350 LM Cree LEDs. Total Emitters: 9 x 5W. Power: 45W. Rated Voltage: 10-15VDC. Draws <820ma @ 14.2VDC. Non-PMAd. Contains 1 light bulb per pack. Dimensions: 2.7 in x 1.2 in (60 mm x 30 mm). Weight: 0.28 oz (8 g)

NAVSTROBE TAILFIN LIGHT
These bulbs are standard parts and have been designed to meet the requirements of TSO-C30c. Complete combination navigation and strobe lights for your aircraft. Emitter Types: Cree LED's. Turn on first: Constant lighting / Turn on second time <3s: Fast Strobe. Switch between modes in fog/cloud etc. Note: For Experimental aircraft use only. Not FAA/PMA Approved. NavStrobe Aircraft Beacon Light with Constant & Fast White Strobe 503 LM LED's. Dimensions: 1.9 in x 0.7 in (49.0 mm x 1.8 cm) Weight: 0.32 oz (9 g). 10-28VDC. Turn on first: Constant lighting / Turn on second time <3s: Fast Strobe. Switch between modes in fog/cloud etc. P/N 11-14745 $184.75 P/N 11-14744 $194.75

NAVSTROBE AIRCRAFT BEACON LIGHT CONSTANT & FAST WHITE STROBES
Note: For Experimental aircraft use only. Not FAA/PMA Approved. NavStrobe Aircraft Beacon Light with Constant & Fast White Strobe 503 LM LED's. Dimensions: 1.9 in x 0.7 in (49.0 mm x 1.8 cm) Weight: 0.32 oz (9 g). 10-28VDC. Turn on first: Constant lighting / Turn on second time <3s: Fast Strobe. Switch between modes in fog/cloud etc.

NAVSTROBE WINGTIP NAVLIGHT CLEAR LENS COVER
Color: Clear Optical Borosilicate glass. Application: Wingtip Navigation Light lens cover replacement. Contains 1 pack. Dimensions: 1.57 in x 1.04 in (40 mm x 26.5 mm) Weight: 0.32 oz (9 g) P/N 11-13587 $85.99

NAVSTROBE WINGTIP NAVLIGHT GASKET REPLACEMENT
Color: Gray. Application: Wingtip Navigation Light gasket replacement. Contains 1 pack. Dimensions: 2.57 in x 1.14 in (40 mm x 28.5 mm x 1.5 mm) Weight: 0.15 oz (2.5 g) P/N 11-11991 $7.50

NAVSTROBE WINGTIP NAVLIGHT GREASE
Color: Clear. Application: Wingtip Navigation Light lubricant. Contains 1 per pack. Dimensions: 4.25 in x .11 in (108 mm x 2.8 mm) Weight: 0.176 oz (5 g) P/N 11-11992 $7.50

KUNTZLEMAN DOUBLE DUAL MAGNUM STROBES KIT #1 IS A SET OF SPECIAL HEADS
For builders of RV 7, 9, & 10 aircraft or any other kit that has like mounted wing lights. Due to the wing light configuration on these aircraft, the white rear facing LED on the regular Combo head is of no use, because it can't be seen from the rear. A white position or tail light is then needed. These are strobe and red / green position light equipped heads No white LEDs. a 2 strobe driver box, that fires both wing strobes in an alternating double wink pattern, a white round LED equipped tail light to be mounted at the rear of the aircraft. 50 feet of 5 conductor shielded wire for the wings, plugs, pins and mounting hardware. Total power draw for this system is about 2 ½ Amps at 14 volts. P/N 11-05833 $465.00

KUNTZLEMAN DOUBLE DUAL MAGNUM STROBES KIT #2 VANS RV LIGHT KIT
For builders of RV 7, 9, & 10 aircraft or any other kit that has like mounted wing lights. Due to the wing light configuration on these aircraft, the white rear facing LED on the regular Combo head is of no use. A white position or tail light is then needed. They are STROBE and RED / GREEN Position light equipped heads WITHOUT the white LEDs. a 3 strobe driver box, that fires both wing strobes in an alternating double wink pattern and a third STROBE and LED equipped round tail light for mounting at the rear of the aircraft. The tail strobe fires in sync with each wing. Also, included is 75 feet of 5 conductor shielded wire, plugs, pins and mounting hardware. Total power draw for this system is about 4 Amps at 14 volts. P/N 11-05834 $584.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice